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John P. Keppeler II. Acting Chairperson
Department of Land and Natural Resources
P.O. Box 621
Honolulu. HI 96809
SUBJ: KS-4 WELL COMPLETION REPORT
Dear Hr. Keppeler.


















Pursuant to Subchapter 12 (Drilling: Records and Reports of Wells).
Section 13-183-85. Puna Geothermal Venture (PGV) hereby submits the
attached well completion report for Well Kapoho State 4 (KS-4).
Included in this report are:





* Chemical analysis of groundwater
* Gamma logs
* Wellhead schematic
* Mechanical integrity tests
* Well plot
* Well map







14-3860 Kapoho Pahoa Road, Pahoa. Hawaii 96778 • (808) 961-2786 • Facsimile (808) 935-5562
Post Office Box 30. Pahoa, Hawaii 96778
•LEASE KAPOHO LAND PARTNERSHIP








BENCHMARK KANIANA KAPOHO PUNA HAWAII CO. HAWAII
B.H.L. S14.0 N 673.S W AT
SURFACE LOCATION
K. B. TO GROUND ....2-"S'--- _
K. B. TO CSG. HEAD----".3.><0.......><8 _
DEPTH: TD679S TVD6713.2 ETD6793 OBSV STM INJ-llX~X__
HOT WATER_____ DRY HOLE _
APPROVED _ COMPANY SUPERVISOR D. WEISGERBER
CHUCK WARD
CASING RECORD
SIZE WEIGHT GRADE THREAD TOP BOTTOM REMARKS
~ 94 K-SS BUTT SURF 1064.89 CEMENTED SURFACE
131', 61 K-SS NEW VAM SURF 2043.26 CEMENTED INTERMEDIATE
~ 47# C-90 NEW Vi\M 1830.283930.0 CEMENTED LINER
~ 47 C-90 NEW VAM SURF 1837.93 CEMENTED TIEBACK
7" 23 22-CHROME VAM ACE 1JL..L 3800.0 HUNG W/N2 IN ANNULUS












































TYPE: DUAL SEAL EXTENDED BONNET-EXPANDING GATE
SERIAL #: ~2~3~88~8~ __ AS201001/AS201004 AS701007/AS701010









31 BBLS PER MIN•
PERFORATED LINER:
PERFORATION DESIGN:



















31 BBLS AT 370 PSI






9-5/8" ~7H C-90 New VAAl
CEMENTED LINER 18JO'-J930'
7" 23' SUMllOMO 22 CHROME
VAM ACE HANCOOWN LINER
HU~lG FROM WElLHOO TO 3800'




r 29' L-60 BlckC SLOTIEO UNER
BlNlK TOP JT AND BTM J JTS
HUNO UNCEMENlEO J8J6'-87111'






I " JO" CONOUClOR CEMENTED
TO SURFACE
'" ::>'/ 9-5/6" 471 C-90 New VAM
, • CEMEIHEO liE BACK 18JO'-SURFACE
I~ ~ ,'\ '7 9-5/8" LINER HANCER
" <, < SET AT 18JU'
1J-J/8" CASING SHOE
204J
~ • 9-5/8" CASING SHOE
J9JO'

















26" HOLE • ~
CWENr ~/
42" HOLE--
II I I IL.._BOTTOM OF,TO 8796' MO---------o._~ SLomD LINER
6791' MD
8-1/2" HOLE --------.
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LOCATION: 8289.0' N & 9360.9'E of Kahiu Benchmark













Skidded rig from KS-3 to KS-4. Rigged up on KS-4.
Depth 70'
Rigged up on KS-4. Rig on day rate at 0300 hours.
Secured for hurricane INIKI until 1700 hours.
Depth 70'
Rigged up sound blankets and ran noise level tests.
Drilled rathole with mud moter.
Depth 82'
Drilled rathole. Picked up air hammer. Spudded KS-4 at
1700 hours. Drilled 27" hole from 70' to 82' with 4600
SCFM air/foam and air hammer. Tripped to conductor and
shut down at 1900 hours due to noise.
Depth 165'
Drilled 27" hole with air hammer and foam from 82' to
84'. Laid down hammer due to lack of progress. Drilled
26" hole from 84' to 165' using foam and mud motor.
Depth 399'
Drilled 26" hole with foam and mud motor from 165' to
399'. Lost returns at 308'. Increased foam to 35 gallons
per minute and air to 3400 CFM. Regained returns to
surface.
Depth 675'
Drilled 26" hole with foam and mud motor from 399' to
650'. Pulled out of hole. Attempted without success to
bail water samples. Ran in hole to fill at 632'. Cleaned
out fill to 650'. Drilled 26" hole with foam and mud
motor to 675'.
Depth 772'
Drilled 26" hole with foam and mud motor from 675' to
695'. Pulled out of hole. Bailed water samples. Obtained
good samples at 650'. Ran in hole. Drilled 26" hole with
foam and mud motor from 695' to 769'. Tripped for bit.
Drilled 26" hole with foam and mud motor from 769' to
772' .









Drilled 26" hole with foam and mud motor from 772' to
1037'. Started fourth compressor, ran 4600 SCFM air. Shut
down at 2100 hours due to noise complaints.
Depth 1090'
Waited for daylight to resume drilling. Drilled 26" hole
with foam and mud motor from 1037' to 1090'. Had drilling
breaks from 1070' to 1075' and 1085' to 1090'. Pulled out
of hole. Ran in hole with open ended drill pipe. Howco
spotted 361 cubic feet Hawaiian cement with 3% calcium
chloride through open ended drill pipe at 1086'. Pulled
out of hole. Waited on cement. Made up locked reaming
assembly. Waited for daylight due to noise complaints.
Depth 1090'
Waited for daylight. Ran in hole to tight spot at 125'.
Washed and reamed to 170'. Twisted off. Pulled out of
hole. Left 125' of bottom hole assembly in hole·. Ran in
hole with spiral grapple to top of fish at 889'. Worked
over fish. Broke circulation with air/foam. Used five
compressors, 5800SCFM air. Pulled fish free and worked
out of hole to tight spot. Shut down due to high noise
level. Worked pipe in free area below tight spot.
Depth 1090'
Waited on daylight. Started air compressors and worked
pipe. Unable to move pipe up hole. Stuck pipe. Released
overshot with top of fish at 750' and bottom of fish at
875'. Pulled out of hole. Left 124.99' of fish
consisting of 26" bit , float sub, reamer, shock sub,
reamer, 9" drill collar, crossover, reamer, two 9" drill
collars, and crossover. Picked up bumper sub, jars, and
6" drill collars.
Depth 1090'
Ran in hole with redressed overshot and fishing assembly
to obstruction at 773'. Unable to locate top of fish.
Pulled out of hole. Had no indication of encountering
fish on tools.
Depth 1090'
Ran in hole with 26" bit. Cleaned out to top of fish at
773'. Ran in hole with 20" guide on overshot. Worked
over fish at 773'. Jarred on fish.
•
9/24/92 Depth 1090'
Jarred and worked fish out of
fish. Inspected all tools .
Prepared for move to KS-3.
hole. Recovered entire
Suspended operations.
Well History KS-. 2
•
9/25/92 Depth 1090'
Temporarily suspended operations. Prepared to move rig.
Released rig for move. Rig off day rate at 2400 hours.
10/04/92 Depth 1090'
Skidded rig to KS-4.
Rigged up on KS-4.
Installed 30" riser.
Rig on day rate at 0000 hrs.
Resumed operations on KS-4.
Ran in hole.
10/05/92 Depth 1090'
Waited until 0700 hours to start due to high noise
levels. Reamed 26" hole from 206' to 317'. Had trouble
with tight hole. Tripped to lay down top stabilizer.
Reamed 26" hole from 317' to 555' with foam and 4400
SCFM.
10/06/92 Depth 1090'
Reamed 26" hole from 555' to 925'.
log on KS-8. Cleaned out bridge
hole from 925' to 1030' with foam
Tripped out for sound
at 510'. Reamed 26 "




Reamed 26" hole from 1052' to 1070' with 5600 SCFM air
and foam. Short tripped to collars. Had 25' to 30'
filIon bottom. Slugged hole with 3 polymer slugs to
clean out fill. Short tripped 5 stands of drill pipe and
had 11' filIon bottom. Slugged hole and cleaned up
hole. Chained out of hole. Rigged up and ran 29 joints
of 20", 94t/ft, K-55, buttress casing.
10/08/92 Depth 1090'
Washed out 2' of fill and landed casing at 1064'.
Cemented 20" casing as follows: Pumped 25 bbls water, 25
bbls super flush, 25 bbls water and 25 bbls CaC12 four
times. HOWCO mixed and pumped 200 sk neat Hawaiian
cement plus 873 sk Hawaiian cement with 50t/sk spherlite,
4% gel, 40% SSA-1, and 2% CaC12 , and 185 sk Hawaiian
cement with 40% SSA-1, 0.75% CFR-3 and 2% CAC12 •
Displaced cement with 364 bbls water. Cement in place
0715 hours. Cut off 30" conductor. Ran I" pipe into
annulus to 415'. HOWCO mixed and pumped 500 cubic feet
Hawaiian cement with 40% SSA-l, 0.75% CFR-3 and 3% CaC12
into annulus through I" pipe. Waited on cement.
10/09/92 Depth 1090'
Located top of cement at 351'. HOWCO mixed and pumped
250 cubic feet Hawaiian cement with 40% SSA-l and 3%
CaC12 through I" pipe. Poured 10 bags sodium silicatedown annulus during job, had cement returns to surface.
Well History KS-. 3
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Cement in place at 1000 hours. Waited on cement. Welded
on 20" flange and nippled up Hydril.
10/10/92 Depth 1106'
Filled hole and pressure tested casing to 600 psi at
surface, OK. Drilled float collar, cement, and shoe at
1064' . Cleaned out cement to 1090'. Drilled 17-1/2"
hole from 1090' to 1106'. Performed formation leak off
test, had to pump 4 BPM to see pressure. Tripped for
open ended drill pipe. Closed Hydril. HOWCO mixed and
pumped 250 cubic feet of Hawaiian cement with 40% SSA-1
and 2% CaC12 through OEDP at 985'. Displaced with 36bbls water. Final. squeeze pressure 800 psi. Cement in
place at 2400 hours.
10/11/92 Depth 1106'
Held 800 psi on squeeze job for one hour. Tripped for
bit. Waited on cement. Drilled cement from 1013' to
1079'. Performed formation leak off test. Pumped 2 BPM
at 200 psi. Tripped for open ended drill pipe. HOWCO
mixed and pumped 100 linear feet of Hawaiian cement with
40% SSA-1, 3% CaC1~ and 0.75% CFR-3. Attempted braden
head squeeze. Had 200 psi build up when cement was
displaced to shoe. Cement in place 2100 hours. Tripped
for bit. Waited on cement.
10/12/92 Depth 1427'
Cleaned out cement from 958' to 1106'. Drilled 17-1/2"
hole from 1106' to 1427'. Plugged bit and worked out of
tight hole from 1427' to 1334'. Tripped for plugged bit.
10/13/92 Depth 1798'
Washed 70' to bottom. Drilled 17-1/2" hole from 1427' to
1798' .
10/14/92 Depth 2055'
Drilled 17-1/2" hole from 1798' to 1888'. Tripped to
check tools. Drilled 17-1/2" hole from 1888' to 2055'.
10/15/92 Depth 2055'
Made short trip with no fill. Strapped out of hole. Ran
Gamma Ray log and Pressure-Temperature survey from 1064'
to 2029'. Ran in hole to 2040'. Cleaned out fill to
2055'. Pulled out of hole. Rigged up and ran 13-3/8",
61t/ft, K-55, New Varn casing.
10/16/92 Depth 2055'
Ran 52 joints (2039.33') of 13-3/8", 61t/ft, K-55, New
Vam casing with Howco guide shoe on bottom joint and
Howco screw-in float collar 2 joints up. Total length
2043.26'. Landed with shoe at 2043' and float collar at
Well History KS-4
•1960'. Unable to screw into float collar. Rigged up 13-
3/8" cement head to do conventional cement job. Cemented
as follows; Howco mixed and pumped 20 bb1s water, 20 bbls
CaC12 water, and 60 bbls super flush, followed by 20.5
bbls neat Hawaiian cement, and 504 bbls Hawaiian cement
with 50#/sk Spherelite, 4% gel, 40% SSA-1, 1.25% CFR-3,
and 0.5% H-22A, plus 48 bbls Hawaiian cement with 40%
SSA-1, 0.75% CFR-3 and 3% CaC12 • Displaced cement with299 bbl water. Bumped plug. Float held. Had good
cement returns to surface. Cement fell in annulus to
90'. Ran 1" pipe to 120'. Did outside job through 1"
pipe with 26.7 bbls Hawaiian cement with 40% SSA-1, 0.75%
CFR-3, and 2% CaC12 • Cement in place at 2130 hours.Waited on cement.
10/17/92 Depth 2055'
Waited on cement. Nippled down 20" blowout prevention
equipment. Cut off 20" and 13-3/8" casing. Installed
13-5/8" - 5M by 13-3/8" SOW Foster wellhead with two side
outlets. Tested weld to 1250 psi, OK. Nippled up
blowout prevention equipment. NOTE: Kelly bushing to
lower casing head was 30.8'.
10/18/92 Depth 2055'
Nippled up blowout prevention equipment. Tested 13-5/8"
5M blowout prevention equipment and 13-3/8" casing to
2500 psi for 30 minutes, OK. Test witnessed and approved
by Eric Tanaka, DLNR.
10/19/92 Depth 2056'
Laid down 17-1/2" tools. Ran in hole with 12-1/4" slick
drilling assembly to 1945'. Cleaned out cement, float
collar and cement to shoe. Tested casing to 0.65
gradient, OK. Cleaned out shoe and cement to 2055'.
Drilled 12-1/4" hole from 2055' to 2056'. Performed
formation leak off test. Formation took fluid at 2 BPM
at a 0.58 frac gradient. Ran in hole with open ended
drill pipe to 2056'. Howco pumped 90 cubic feet of
Hawaiian cement premixed 40% SSA-1, 0.75% CFR-3 and 2%
CaCI2 • Displaced cement with 32 bbls of water. Pulled3 stands. Closed pipe rams and squeezed 3 bbls cement
into formation. Pressure built to and held at 2,500 psi.
Pulled out of hole.
10/20/92 Depth 2292'
Ran in hole to top of cement at 1947'. Cleaned out
cement to 2053'. Pressure tested to 500 psi (0.68
gradient), OK. Cleaned out cement to 2056'. Drilled
12-1/4" hole from 2056' to 2292'. Twisted off at the top
• Well History KS-4 5
• 10/21/92
10/22/92
of monel. Left fish in hole consisting of 12-1/4" bit
and 8" monel, total length 28.92'. Top of fish at 2267'.
Depth 2292'
Ran in hole with overshot to 2184'. Washed to 2263'.
'Unable to engage fish. Tripped and cut saw tooth on
guide shoe. Reran overshot. Washed from 2257' to 2267'.
Unable to engage fish. Tripped for bit.
Depth 2292'
Reamed and cleaned out 12-1/4" hole from 2220' to top of
fish at 2267'. Tripped for overshot. Worked over fish





Reamed from 2157' to 2292'. Drilled 12-1/4" hole to
2669'. Tripped for mud motor.
10/24/92 Depth: 2901'
Directionally drilled 12-1/4" hole from 2669' to 2847'
with minor losses from 2700' to 2787'. Tripped for
drilling assembly. Reamed from 2669' to 2787'. Drilled
12-1/4" hole to 2901' with full returns.
10/25/92 Depth 3404'
Tripped for locked drilling assembly. Drilled 12-1/4"
hole from 2901' to 3374'. Maximum reading thermometer on
survey showed 155°F. Made short trip. Ran maximum
reading thermometer after trip, temperature was 173°F
after one hour static. Drilled 12-1/4" hole to 3404'
with full returns.
10/26/92 Depth 3930'
Drilled 12-1/4" hole from 3404' to 3930'. Made short
trip and circulated. Bottoms up temperature 168°F.
Strapped out of hole.
10/27/92 Depth 3930'
Ran Gamma Ray log and Pressure-Temperature survey.
Bottom hole temperature 310°F. Ran in hole. Ran
gyroscopic multi-shot survey from 3903' to surface.
Short tripped. Pulled out of hole. Rigged up and ran 9-
5/8" liner.
10/28/92 Depth 3930'
Rigged and ran 54 joints of 9-5/8", 47i/ft, C-90, New Vam
casing. Ran in hole on liner hanger and hung with shoe
at 3925', float collar at 3883' and top of liner hanger
at 1825'. Conditioned hole. Cemented as follows: mixed
Well Bis~ory KS-. 6
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and pumped 20 bbls lime water, 10 bbls calcium chloride
water, 5 bbls water, 40 bbls super flush and 5 bbls water
followed by; 20.5 bbls Hawaiian cement with 0.3% LWL and
0.5% H22-A; plus 99 barrels Hawaiian Cement with 40% SSA-
1, 50#/sack Spherelite, 4% gel, 1.25% CFR-3, 0.5% H22-A
and 0.3% LWL; plus 34.8 barrels Hawaiian cement with 40%
SSA-1, 0.75% CFR-3, 0.3%, 0.5% H22-A, and 2 gallons/sack
latex; plus 27 barrels Hawaiian cement with 40% SSA-1,
50#/sack Spherelite, 4% gel, 1.25% CFR-3, 0.5% H22-A and
0.3% LWL, plus 10.4 barrels Hawaiian cement with 40% SSA-
1 and 0.75% CFR-3. Displaced with 183 bbls of water.
Bumped plug. Float held. Released from liner hanger
with high drag. Circulated out excess cement. Ran in
hole with 12-1/4" bit to top of liner at 1830'. (Liner
no longer hung at 1825'. Top of liner hanger at 1830',
float at 3888' and shoe of 9-5/8" liner at 3930'.)
10/29/92 Depth 3930'
Waited on cement. Tripped in hole with 8-1/2" drilling
assembly to 2000'. Performed liner lap test to a 0.9
gradient. Liner lap leaked. Established pump in rate of
one BPM at 900 psi. Tripped for open ended drill pipe.
Halliburton mixed and pumped 100 cubic feet of Hawaiian
cement with 40% SSA-1 and 0.75% CFR-3, through OEDP at
1817', mixed first 50 cubic feet of cement with 2%
calcium chloride. Displaced with 30 bbls water. Pulled
2 stands. Squeezed 75 cubic feet of cement into lap with
1500 psi final pressure. Held 1500 psi for 1 hour.
Released pressure, had flow back. Held 1500 psi for 1
additional hour. Waited on cement. Tripped for 12-1/4"
bit. Tagged liner top at 1830' with no cement above lap.
10/30/92 Depth 4271'
Cleaned out to liner hanger. Tested liner lap to 900 psi
for 30 min, OK. Ran MRT at 2764', temperature 310°F.
Cleaned out cement, float collar and cement to 3907'.
Tested casing to 800 psi surface pressure for 30 min, OK.
Cleaned out cement and shoe at 3930'. Drilled 8-1/2"
hole from 3930' to 3937'. Performed formation leak off
test to a 0.65 gradient, 775 psi surface pressure had no
leak off. Drilled 8-1/2" hole from 3937' to 4271'.
10/31/92 Depth 4579'
Drilled 8-1/2" hole from 4271' to 4579'. Checked flow
while surveying. Had small flow. Circulated and tripped
for BHA. While out of hole the well head pressure was
225 psi. Circulated bottoms up at shoe. Had 30' fill on
bottom. Ran temperature survey. Tripped to the shoe.
Shut in to monitor well pressure.
11/01/92 Depth 4579'
Monitored well head pressure. Ran temperature surveys.




Highest temperature was 480°F. Highest WHP was 255 psi.
Displaced hole with 10 ppg mud.
Depth 4579'
Conditioned 10 ppg mud. Spotted 10.7 ppg mud on bottom
and pulled out of hole. Made up 9.625" EZSV. Ran in
hole and set plug at 2059'. Spotted high vis pill.
Tested lap to 450 psi surface pressure, OK. Tripped out.
Depth 4579'
Rigged and ran 9-5/8", 47#/ft, C-90, New Vam tie back
casing. Total of 48 joints, 1850.93', including stab-in
and float collar. Installed Foster casing centralizer.
Nippled up BOPE.
Depth 4579'
Waited to cement 9-5/8" casing while all resources were
diverted to KS-8. Rigged up Howco and cemented 9-5/8"
tie back casing with 950 cubic feet Hawaiian cement with
40% silica flour, 3% gel and 1. 25% CFR-3. Displaced
cement with 134 bbls water. Bump plug 1500 psi. Cement
in place 1550 hrs. Waited on cement.
11/05/92 Depth 4579'
Cut off 9-5/8" casing.
tested to 2000 lbs, OK.
Installed expansion spool and
Nippled up BOPE.
• 11/06/92 Depth 4579'
Nippled up BOPE. Tested casing, rams, and master valve
to 2500 psi and Hydril to 1500 psi, all OK. Tripped in
hole and tagged cement at 1788'. Drilled out float
collar and cleaned out cement to 1843'. Cleaned out to
the packer top at 2059'.
11/07/92 Depth 4579'
Tripped for retrieving tool. Engaged packer and milled
top slips. Recovered packer. Nippled up additional
blowout preventers and Cudd equipment.
11/08/92 Depth 4579'
Nippled up BOPE and Cudd. Pressure tested working stack
to 2000 psi, OK, and Hydril to 1500 psi, OK. Tripped in
hole with directional drilling assembly. Rigged up to
circulate.
11/09/92 Depth 4627'
Directionally drilled 8-1/2" hole from 4579' to 4627'.
Poor boy swivel failed. Rigged up to drill with kelly.
• 11/10/92 Depth 4690'





Directionally drilled 8-1/2" hole from 4627' to 4690'.
Had a 2" flow through choke line while surveying. Flow
diminished to 0.5" after a half hour. Tripped for bit.
Depth 4703'
Washed from 4465' to 4690'. Directionally drilled 8-1/2"
hole from 4690' to 4703'. Tripped out for failed turbo
drill. Rigged down snubbing unit.
Depth 4868'
Rigged down snubbing equipment and BOPE. Prepared for
conventional drilling. Tripped in and reamed turbo drill
run from 4570' to 4703'. Drilled 8-1/2" hole from 4703'
to 4868' with full mud returns.
Depth 5215'
Drilled 8-1/2" hole from 4868' to 4955' with full mud
returns. Tripped looking for wash out. Ran MRT before
circulating and BHT was 360°F. Drilled 8-1/2" hole from
4955' to 5215' with full mud returns.
•
11/14/92 Depth 5465'
Drilled 8-1/2" hole from 5215' to 5296'. Tripped for
bit. Drilled 8-1/2" hole from 5296' to 5465' with full
mud returns.
11/15/92 Depth 5653'
Drilled 8-1/2" hole from 5465' to 5653'. Tripped for
bit. Bottoms up CO2 was 43,000 parts per million.
11/16/92 Depth 6128'
Drilled 8-1/2" hole from 5653' to 6128' with full mud
returns.
11/17/92 Depth 6304'
Drilled 8-1/2" hole from 6128' to 6219'. Tripped for
bit. Drilled 8-1/2" hole from 6219' to 6304' with full
mud returns.
11/18/92 Depth 6620'
Drilled 8-1/2" hole from 6304' to 6592'. Began losing
circulation at 6585' with TLC at 6592'. Pumped sump
water and well water with lost circulation material.
Regained partial returns. Drilled 8-1/2" hole to 6620'
with 70 to 90 bbls/hr mud loss. (Lost circulation; 132
bbls/hr from 6585' to 6592', TLC at 6592' and 70 to 90
bph to 6620'.)
11/19/92 Depth 6796'
Tripped for slick BHA. Drilled 8-1/2" hole from 6620' to




6735' with approximately 95% returns. Plugged bit. Hole
tight. Pulled 2 stands. Circulated and worked pipe with
50% returns. Unplugged bit. Washed from 6548' to 6735'.
Drilled 8-1/2" hole from 6735' to 6796' with partial loss
of 50 to 100 bbl/hr.
Depth 6596'
Made short trip. Cleaned out 8' of fill. Tripped for
profile nipple on 10 stands drill pipe. Performed 3 hour
injection test. Maximum injection rate 31 BPM at 370
psi. Final rate 18.9 BPM at 140 psi. Tripped for bit on
HWDP. Pumping water in kill line at 6 bbl/min. Had 2'
of fill. Strapped out of hole.
Depth 6796'
Rigged up and ran 77 joints of 7", 29#/ft, L-80, BTC
perforated casing. Total length of 2947.53', first joint
and last 3 joints blank. Hung liner with guide shoe at
6791' and top of liner hanger at 3831'. Released from
liner. Laid down drill pipe. Pumped into well at 6 BPM
at all times. NOTE: Casing perforated with 2 rows/ft of
8 slots/row each slot 1/4" x 3".
•
11/22/92 Depth 6796'
Ran and set 9-5/8" RTTS at 60'. Nippled down BOPE.
Installed 7" hanger spool. Tested master valve to 3500
psi, OK. Witnessed by Eric Tanaka, DLNR.
11/23/92 Depth 6796'
Tested well head and hanger spool to 2500 psi, tested OK.
Witnessed by Eric Tanaka, DLNR. Laid down drill pipe and
RTTS. Rigged up and ran 104 joints 7", 23#/ft, 22 chrome
, Vam Ace casing while pumping water at 6 bpm. Donut
hanger would not pass through master valve. Broke out
donut to be modified at machine shop. (Donut has
9-11/16" OD and valve has 9-1/2" ID.)
11/24/92 Depth 6796'
Installed modified donut hanger and landed 7" casing 28'
below kelly bushing with shoe at 2800'. Closed master
valve. Tightened all well head bolts. Pumped down 7" at
18 BPM with well on vacuum.
11/25/92 Depth 6796'
Repacked expansion spool. Pumped 4600 SCF nitrogen at
1100 psi into 9-5/8" x 7" annulus. Nippled down BOPE.
11/26/92 Depth 6796'
Rig on standby with crews waiting for True Drilling
Company.
• 11/27/92 Depth 6796'
Well History KS-. 10
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Rig on standby with crews.
11/28/92 Depth 6796'
Rig on standby with crews.
11/29/92 Depth 6796'
Rig on standby with crews. Rig released at 2400 hours on
November 29, 1992.
Well History KS-4 11
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-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
--------- NORTRAK NAVIGATION SURVEY PROGRAM Ver: 2.00PC (03-31-86) ------------------
---------~~~~~~-~~/;;/~~~;-T~~~~-~9~~5~33-------------------------------;~;;~--~---------
Filename: "KS<t.SRV" Description: "ACTIVE "
Target Coordinates: 647.4 N 625.2 w Target TVD: 7400.000
Using Radius of curvature method.
TRUE
S MEASURED DRIFT DRIFT COURSE VERTCAL VERTCAL RECTA~GULAR DOGLEG
.. DEPTH ANGLE DIRECTION LENGTH DEPTH SECTION COORDINATES -SEVERITY11' (feet) (dee;) (dee;) (feet) (feet) (feet) (feet) DG/lOOFT
2 1326.0 1. 25 N 3.00 E 226.0 1326.0 1.7 G.5 N 0.1 E 0.55
3 1417.0 1. 00 N 6.00 E 91.0 1417.0 2.9 4.2 N 0.3 E 0.28
~ 1614.0 1. 00 N 6.00 Ii: 197.0 1613.9 5.1 7.1 ~ 0.6 E 0.00...
5 17 58.0 3.00 N 5.00 W 144.0 1757.8 8.7 12.7 ~ 0.7 E l.H
6 1188.0 3.25 N 2.00 E 30.0 1787.8 9.9 14.3 ~ 0.6 E 1. 52
7 1881.0 4.75 N 27.00 W 93.0 1880.6 15.3 20.6 N 0.8 W 2.66
8 2005.0 4.75 N 11.00 W 124.0 2004.1 24.6 30.3 ~ 4.1 W 1. 07
9 2~52.0 5.25 N 16.00 W 447.0 2449.4 58.2 68.1 ~ 13.2 w O. 15
10 2712.0 6.50 N 36.00 w 260.0 2708.1 83.3 91.9 N 2~.8 W 0.92
11 2974.0 9.50 N 63.00 w 262.0 2967.5 119.3 115.4: ~ 52.3 w 1. 61
12 3098.0 9.50 N 57.00 W 124.0 3089.8 139.0 125.6 N 70.0 ~., 0.80
13 3220.0 10.00 N 51.00 W 122.0 3210.0 159.3 1.37.8 ~ 86.7 W 0.93
14 3343.0 9.50 N ,*8.00 W 123.0 3331.2 180.0 151. 3 N 102.5 W 0.53~ 15 3464.0 9.50 N 44.00 W 121. 0 3... 50.6 200.0 165. t :-.i 116.9 w 0.5516 3588.0 9.25 N 46.00 W 124.0 3572.9 220.2 179.4 N 131.2 w 0.33
17 3715.0 9.00 N 46.00 W 127.0 3698.3 240.3 193.~ N 1-1-5.7 w 0.20
18 3338.0 9.25 N 45.00 W 123.0 3819.8 259.8 207.1 ~ 159.6 w 0.2.1
19 3900.0 9.50 N 48.00 W 62.0 3880.9 269.9 214.0 N 166.9 W 0.89
20 4090.0 8.50 N 49.00 w 190.0 4068.6 299.5 233.7 N 189.2 W 0.53
21 4235.0 8.00 N 54.00 W 145.0 4212.1 320.2 246.7 N 205.4 w 0.60
22 4493.0 7.75 N 58.00 W 258.0 4467.7 354.7 266.4 N 234.7 w 0.23
23 4577.0 7.00 N 58.00 W 84.0 4551. 0 365.2 272.2 N 243.9 W 0.89
24 4650.0 8.75 N 61.00 VI 73.0 4623.3 374.8 277.2 N 252.5 W 2.~6
~
NOV 22 '92 20:16 3:35 P03
•
TRUE
S MEASURED DRIFT DRIFT COURSE VERTCAL VERTCAL RECTANGULAR DOGLEC
t DEPTH ANGLE DIRECTION LENGTH DEPTH SECTION COORDINATES -SEVERITY(feet) (deg) (dei) (feet) (feet) (feet) (feet) DG/lOOFT
25 4688.0 10.25 N 66.00 W 38.0 4660.8 380.7 290.0 N 258.1 W 4.5026 4818.0 10.75 N 60.00 W 130.0 4188.6 403.1 290.8 N 27·9.2 W 0.9227 5000.0 11. 25 N 64.00 W 182.0 4967.2 436.1 307.1 N 309.9 W 0.5023 5125.0 11. 75 N 66.00 W 125.0 5089.7 459.4 317.6 N 332.4 W 0.5129 5282.0 12.00 N 71.00 W 157.0 5243.4 488.8 329.5 N 362.5 W 0.67
30 5405.0 12.50 N 66.00 W 123.0 5363.6 512.5 339.0 N 386.8 W 0.9531 5561.0 12.50 N 59.00 w 156.0 5515.9 544.5 354.6 N 416.7 W O.G!
32 5863.0 14.00 N 58.00 W 302.0 5809.8 611. 5 390.8 N 475.7 w 0.5033 5990.0 14.00 N 55.00 W 127.0 5933.0 641.5 407.7 N 501.3 w 0.5i3.. 6097.0 14.00 N 55.00 W 107.0 6036.9 667.0 422.6 N 522.5 W 0.00
35 6232.0 14.50 N 58.00 W 135.0 6167.7 699.4 440.9 ~ 550.2 W 0.66
36 6341.0 14.75 N 58.00 W 109.0 .6273.2 726.1 455.5 N 573.6 W 0,23
37 6498.0 14.75 N 60.00 W 157.0 6425.0 764.7 476.1 N 607.8 W 0.32
38 6796.0 14.75 N 60.00 w 298.0 6713.2 837.6 514. a N 673.5 w 0.00
Final Closure Direction: N 52.65 W













Date/Time Sampled: 09/17/92 @ 0200
Date/Time Received: 09/17/92 @ 1138
ATTN: BILL TEPLOW
JOB NUMBER: 8388













CHLORIDE 16.5 1 09/18/92 325.2
FLUORIDE 0.34 0.1 09/28/92 340.2
•
NITRATE 0.25 0.01 09/21/92 353.3
pH (units) 6.9 09/19/92 150.1
SULFATE 115 5 09/23/92 375.4
. TOTAL DISSOLVED 356 1 09/22/92 160.1
SOLIDS
TOTAL SUSPENDED 1420 1 09/21/92 160.2
SOLIDS
ENDRIN NO 0.0002 09/30/92 508
LINDANE NO 0.0002 09/30/92 508
METHOXYCHLOR NO 0.04 09/30/92 508
TOXAPHENE NO 0.003 09/30/92 508
2,4-0 NO 0.03 10/07/92 515.1
2,4,5-TP (SILVEX) NO 0.01 10/07/92 515.1





OJ x .B081 96.I.)J09
• Jln~l••••~~ BRE\NERENVIRONMENTALINDUSTRIES. INC. LABORATORY ANALYSIS REPORTEnvironmental Laboratories Division




Date/Time Sampled: 09/17/92 @ 0200
Date/Time Received: 09/17/92 @ 1138
ATTN: BILL TEPLOW
JOB NUMBER: 8388













ARSENIC ND 0.005 09/28/92 206.2
BARIUM 0.13 0.10 09/28/92 200.7
•
CADMIUM NO 0.01 09/28/92 200.7
CHROMIUM 0.04 0.02 09/28/92 200.7
LEAD ND 0.05 09/28/92 200.7
MERCURY ND 0.002 09/25/92 7471
SELENIUM ND 0.005 09/28/92 270.2
SILVER ND 0.05 09/28/92 200.7
CALCIUM 60.8 0.10 09/28/92 200.7
MAGNESIUM 15.9 0.25 09/28/92 200.7
NICKEL ND 0.1 09/28/92 200.7
POTASSIUM 8.6 1.0 09/28/92 200.7
SODIUM 49.2 0.1 09/28/92 200.7
VANADIUM 0.12 0.05 09/28/92 200.7
LITHIUM ND 0.01 09/22/92 200.7
- -----
IRON 33.0 0.05 09/28/92 200.7
BORON 0.21 0.01 09/28/92 200.7
SILICA 83.5 0.01 09/28/92 370.1
•











Log. 1064 - 2056 ft.
• On October 15.1992. Flo-Log Inc. ran a gamma log in KS-4 before
the intermediate casing was run and cemented in the 17~-in. hole.
The logging tool utilized a sodium iodide crystal to detect gamma
rays which were measured in standard API counts. The hole was
logged do~m at 20 ft/min at a scale of 0 to 50 API counts
(Attached) .
Figure 1 s~ows a digitized and smoothed gamma log for the
depths logged. Only the lowest count per five foot interval was
digitized. The smoothing routine utilized a three point (33/33/33
t) function.
In the lower interval of the gamma log. the higher gamma counts
correspond to hard basalt dikes with the lower counts correlating
to scoria or vesicular basalt. It is recommended that all further
wells be gamma logged below 1000 ft until the temperature rating of
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Dat e: F~aruary 9, ! 992
Suo~ec:: :<5-<1 Gamma L:J9, 2020 - 3932
•
•
On Oc:ober 27, ~992, F~c-Log Irc. ran a gamma 10g in We~' ~S-4
:Je+ore '::12 proc::uc:icn casing was rur and cemen:ec in a '2 ~.4- n.
"101e. 7:~~ ~ogglng -::oo~ u:~i,zee a soaiurr. lodide crys-::a: :o:~:ecL
gamrr.a ra;s wn,c~ were measured ir s:andard A?I coun:s. The ~0"3 was
iogged c:own a't 20 ft/mHi a: a scale of 0 to -0 A;:: COL..n:s
(A::aciea).
~igure snews a ci,:;itizee anc: s:noo:hed gamma 03 +o~ :~e
daD": h s ~ 0 s 9 ed. 0 n ~ y t h a i 0 west coun· per f i v e f 00 't ~ r.: e r,: a " '1'1 a s
Gigi': 'zed. T'-1e smoot1ins routine -.Jti",::ed a t1ree-oo'n: (32:33/33''6:
func:ion except the first and last '3amma count wnich u:->zes a
two-point (50/50%; function.
Tha API counts on the digitized gamma log range from less !nan






















2200 2400 2600 2800 3000
Depth (Feet KB)
•
3200 3400 3600 3800 4000
•
C'ompa riy Name PUNA GEOTHERMAL Date 10-27-92 Well # KS-4
Pick-Up Depth 3932' Max Temp 313 @ 3927'
Comments
• GAMMA0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70
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MECHANICAL INTEGRITY TESTS OF WELL KS-4
October 1992 - January 1993
1.0 Summary
Well KS-4 was spudded on September 13, 1992 and completed as
an injection well on November 24, 1992. The well is completed
as shown in Figure 1, with the interval 3,930 ft to 6,791 ft
KB open to injection. Mechanical integrity tests and an
injection test were performed in accordance with Puna
Geothermal Venture's Casing Monitoring Program (CMP), and the
results are presented in this report.
Injection test results indicate that the well has an injection
capacity in excess of 860 gpm at zero WHP and a projected
capacity of about 1,100 gpm at 150 psig WHP. The pressure
testing and logging results demonstrate that the well has good





2.0 Casing Pressure Tests and Casing Shoe Tests
All three cemented casing strings and the 9o/e-inch tieback
casing were tested in accordance with the CMP. The test
operations are documented in the pertinent Daily Drilling
Reports (Appendix A), and results are summarized below.
2.1 20-inch Casing Tests
CASING PRESSURE TEST
DATE: 10/10/92
CASING: 20-inch, 94 lb/ft, K-55, BT&C·
DEPTH OF CASING SHOE: 1,064 ft KB
MUD DENSITY IN HOLE: 8.3 ppg
MINIMUM SURFACE TEST PRESSURE PER CMP: 766 psig
ACTUAL TEST PRESSURE: 800 psig (squeeze pressure)




In order to obtain a successful pressure test of cement
integrity at the 20-inch casing shoe, it was necessary to
cement off the natural formation permeability immediately
below the shoe. After doing the first squeeze cement job and
drilling out to 1,079 ft, the formation broke down when tested
to 200 psig surface pressure (equivalent to 0.62 psi/ft
gradient). A second cement job was done, and after drilling
out below the shoe, a test was performed by verifying that the
hole would circulate without loss of mud (Refer to summary of
test data below.). This imposed a 280 psi pressure
•
differential relative to the groundwater aquifer and
demonstrated the required integrity of the cement around the
20-inch casing at the shoe.
PRESSURE TEST AT CASING SHOE
DATE: 10/12/92
DEPTH OF CASING SHOE:
DEPTH DRILLED TO BEFORE













2.2 13%-inch Casing Tests
CASING PRESSURE TEST
DATE: 10/18/92
CASING: 13~-inch, 61 lb/ft, K-55, New VAM
DEPTH OF CASING SHOE: 2,043 ft
MUD DENSITY IN HOLE: 8.5 ppg
MINIMUM SURFACE TEST PRESSURE PER CMP: 1,010 psig
ACTUAL TEST PRESSURE: 2,500 psig
TEST DURATION: 30 minutes
ALLOWABLE PRESSURE DECLINE: 200 psi
ACTUAL PRESSURE DECLINE: 10 psi
RESULT: Passed
PRESSURE TEST AT CASING SHOE
DATE: 10/20/92
DEPTH OF CASING SHOE: 2,043 ft
DEPTH DRILLED OUT TO BEFORE TEST: 2,053 ft
MUD DENSITY IN HOLE: 8.5 ppg
SURFACE TEST PRESSURE: 500 psig
EQUIVALENT GRADIENT FROM SURFACE: 0.69 psi/ft
RESULT: Passed
2.3 9%-ineh Liner Tests
CASING PRESSURE TEST
DATE: 10/29/92
CASING: 9%-ineh, 47 lb/ft, L-80, New VAM
DEPTH OF CASING SHOE: 3,930 ft
MUD DENSITY IN HOLE: 8.6 ppg
MINIMUM SURFACE TEST PRESSURE PER CMP: 1,095 psig
(based on rating of exposed 13~-inch esg at 1,830 ft)
ACTUAL TEST PRESSURE: 1,500 psig (squeeze pressure)




PRESSURE TEST AT CASING SHOE
DATE: 10/30/92
DEPTH OF CASING SHOE: 3,930 ft
_QEPTH DRILLED OUT TO BEFORE TEST: 3,937 ft
MUD DENSITY IN HOLE: 8.6 ppg
SURFACE TEST PRESSURE: 775 psig
EQUIVALENT GRADIENT FROM SURFACE: 0.65 psi/ft
RESULT: Passed
2.4 9%-inch Tieback Casing Test
CASING PRESSURE TEST
DATE: 11/6/92
CASING: 9%-inch, 47 lb/ft, L-80, New VAM
DEPTH OF CASING SHOE: 1,830 ft
MUD DENSITY IN HOLE: 9.5 ppg
MINIMUM SURFACE TEST PRESSURE PER CMP: 2,000 psig
ACTUAL TEST PRESSURE: 2,500 psig
TEST DURATION: 30 minutes
ALLOWABLE PRESSURE DECLINE: 200 psi
ACTUAL PRESSURE DECLINE: 0 psi
RESULT: Passed
• 3.0 Injection Test
3.1 Pre-test Conditions
As shown in Figure 1, KS-4 is equipped with a 7-inch
hangdown liner to a depth of 3,800 ft. The annulus
between the hangdown liner and the 9%-inch tieback casing
has been pressurized with nitrogen since November 25,
1992.
•
On January 10, 1993, the day before the injection test,
a static pressure and temperature log was run by Flo-Log
with electric line logging tools. At the time of the
log, the well had been shut in for 46 days. The
temperature profile is plotted in Figure 2, and the data
listing and a copy of the log are included in Appendix B.
This and all subsequent logs are depth-referenced to
ground level.
Nitrogen pressure in the annulus at the time of the log
was holding constant at 1,108 psig at the wellhead. The
calculated depth of the nitrogen/water interface is 3,150
ft KB under the conditions of the static log. Nitrogen
pressure declined after injection started because of
normal thermal and pressure effects in the wellbore .
•- - ---------_._-- ----~-------,
3.2 Test Facility
For the KS-4 injection test, temporary piping was
installed to connect the well directly to the water
supply system fed by the electric submersible pump in MW-
. 3. The flow was routed through the KS-3 orifice flow
meter, which was spanned for a maximum range of 1,014
gpm. The injection rate, wellhead pressure and annulus
nitrogen pressure on KS-4 were recorded on a strip chart




3.3 Injection Test and Logs
On January 11, 1993, an injection test was performed on
KS-4. It was planned as a nominal 12-hour test, but was
extended to 16 hours to get a sufficiently long period of
injection at a stable rate and to complete the planned
logging. From 0714 hours (the start of the test) until
0825 hours, inj ection was interrupted five times by
automatic shutdowns of the MW-3 submersible pump due to
high discharge pressure. This was because the initial
injectivity of KS-4 was very low. By 0825 hours, the
injection capacity of KS-4 had increased sufficiently to
allow the MW-3 pump to operate continuously. Injectivity
continued to improve, and there were no more
interruptions in the test .
The test data, listed in Table 1, show a relatively
constant injection rate of 860 gpm at a declining
wellhead pressure for the final six hours of the test.
The increasing injectivity throughout the test is
characteristic of inj ection wells at Puna during the
first injection period or when injection resumes after an
extended shut-in period.
During the last four hours of injection, pressure,
temperature and spinner logs were run for the principal
purpose of defining the injection zone (s) . Flo-Log 's
logs and data listings are included in Appendix B. The
three parameters were logged simultaneously from surface
to 6,780 ft at 100 ft/min and then up the hole from 6,770
ft to 3,700 ft at 100 ft/min. The logs show injection in
the approximate interval 6,600 ft to 6,800 ft, which
corresponds to the interval of lost circulation during
drilling. Interpretation of the spinner data, shown in
Table 2, indicates that all of the injection flow (within
the limits of expected accuracy) is accounted for in the
open hole below the 9%-inch casing shoe to a depth of
6,100 ft. Therefore, there is no water leaving the
wellbore at the shoe. Of the intervals selected for the
analysis in Table 2, the first is near the bottom of the
7-inch hangdown liner and the other two are in the





intervals were chosen because: (1) the spinner logs
exhibited stable performance and (2) the formation is
hard, porphyritic basalt, which can be expected to retain
the nominal hole gauge of 8.50 inches. The two spinner
log runs allow a calculation of the volumetric flow rate
-at each interval, and the results show essentially no
loss of injection water to the formations above 6,100
feet.
From 6,200 ft to 6,600 ft the spinner logs indicate a
higher flow velocity. This is most likely due to loose
formation material packing around the slotted liner and
reducing the effective flow area. It does not represent
an increased volumetric flow rate. Below 6,600 ft, the
flow velocity drops off rapidly, indicating that water is
going away in the formation.
Figure 3 is a graph of pressure and temperature at a
depth of 3,750 ft as a function of elapsed time from
stopping injection. It begins 9 minutes before shut-in
and records the pressure falloff and temperature recovery
for eight hours after shut-in. The data were logged by
Flo-Log with electric line pressure and temperature
logging tools. A listing of the data is included in
Appendix B.
The pressure falloff at 3,750 ft is essentially complete
at 1,167 psia, 40 minutes after shut-in. After that, the
pressure begins rising due to thermal recovery in the
wellbore below. The final injection pressure was 1,467
psia. The injectivity index (II) is calculated as:
II = Injection rate/(injection press-static pressure)
= 860 gpm/(1,467 psia - 1,167 psia) = 2.87 gpm/psi
Taking this injectivity index value as a constant, and
allowing for flowing pressure loss in the hangdown liner,
the calculated injection capacity of KS-4 at 150 psig
wellhead pressure is 1,100 gpm, of 150°F water.
The temperature at 3,750 ft was also recorded during the
final 9 minutes of injection and for eight hours after.
As shown in the data listing, the water temperature at
3,750 ft during the final 9 minutes of injection was
111°F.
Shut-in Temperature Logs
Shut-in temperature logs were run in KS-4 at elapsed times of
8 and 36 hours after stopping injection. Both logs are
plotted in Figure 2 and superimposed on a plot of the January





using electric line logging tools. Logs and data listings are
included in Appendix B.
The temperature profiles in Figure 2 exhibit a normal post-
injection thermal recovery, indicating that injection is
confined to depths below 6,230 ft. The interval 6,580 ft to
6,800 ft is confirmed to be the main injection zone, and the
interval 6,230 ft to 6,580 ft apparently takes a minor portion
of the injected water.
Another feature of the temperature profiles in Figure 2 which
has prompted discussion of some previous mechanical integrity
tests is that there is no significant temperature contrast
among the logs above 2,100 ft. This is because the injection
water temperature was close to that of the groundwater, and
for that reason, the shut-in temperature logs would not be
useful to reveal a direct leak into the groundwater aquifer.
However, in the case at hand, a direct leak is ruled out by
the fact that the casing holds nitrogen pressure, and the only
possible remaining leak path to the groundwater aquifer is
upward behind casing from a depth at or near the shoe of the
9%-inch casing. The shut-in temperature logs plotted in
Figure 2 and the spinner log calculations in Table 2 rule out





Pressure Injection Inj Water Nitrogen
Time (psig) Rate(gpm) Temp (F) Press(psig) Comments
----- -------- --------- --------- ---------- -------------------
07:14 203 1108 Began injection.
07:19 122 1108 MW-3 pump SD on HP.
07:25 70 203 1106 Restarted MW-3 pump.
07:31 23 132 1104 MW-3 pump SD on HP.
07:46 203 1102 Restarted MW-3 pump.
07:53 77 132 1102 MW-3 pump SD on HP.
08:02 203 1100 Restarted MW-3 pump.
08:08 78 314 1098
08:13 79 152 1098
08:14 82 157 1098 MW-3 pump SD on HP.
08:16 324 1098 Restarted MW-3 pump.
08:20 157 1098 MW-3 pump SD on HP.
08:25 314 1096 Restarted MW-3 pump.
08:29 5 233 1096
.08:31 25 304 1096
08:32 52 324 1096
08:41 73 324 1094
08:47 74 324 1092
08:57 74 335 1090
09:02 70 335 101 1090
09:07 68 355 101 1088
09:22 64 385 101 1086
09:37 52 421 100 1084
09:52 46 446 101 1082
10:07 38 472 103 1080
10:22 35 497 105 1080
10:37 29 517 106 1080
10:54 25 532 106 1080
11:07 20 548 106 1080
11:22 17 568 105 1080
11:37 12 578 105 1080
11:52 10 588 105 1080
12:07 8 608 105 1080
12:22 3 619 105 1080
12:37 2 619 105 1070
12:52 3 624 106 1060
13:07 4 639 105 1060
13:22 2 649 105 1060
13:37 2 649 105 1060
.13:52 2 649 105 1060





Pressure Injection Inj Water Nitrogen
Time (psig) Rate(gpm) Temp (F) press(psig) Comments
----- -------- --------- --------- ---------- -------------------
14:22 2 649 105 1060 Increase inj rate.
14:37 32 771 105 1070
14:52 33 771 105 1070
15:07 32 781 105 1075
15:22 29 791 107 1080
15:39 26 801 107 1075
15:52 25 811 106 1075
16:22 19 826 105 1070
16:52 15 842 105 1060
17:22 12 857 105 1060
17:52 8 872 105 1050
18:25 5 882 105 1050
18:52 2 902 105 1040
19:22 vac 913 105 1040 RIH wi logging tools.
.9:47 vac 921 105 1040 Throttled back to
9:52 vac 867 105 1030 incr flow line press
20:22 vac 866 105 1024
20:52 vac 865 105 1020
21:22 vac 865 105 1014
21:52 vac 864 105 1010
22:22 vac 863 105 1008
22:52 vac 862 105 1006





SUMMARY OF SPINNER LOG CALCULATIONS
NELL KS-4 INJECTION TEST
January 11, 1993
•
Depth Logging Line Fluid Hole or Flow
Interval Speed (ft/ain) Average Spinner CPS Velocity Casing Rate
(ft G.L.) Down Run Up Run Down Run Up Run (ft/min) I.D. (in. ) (gpm)
3,650-3,750 99.5 -0- 38.70 45.96 530.4 6.366 877
4,775-4,875 99.0 103.0 15.24 31.24 291. 9 8.50 860
6,000-6,100 100.0 101. 0 15.35 31. 25 294.0 8.50 867
• GROUND SURFACE 616' ABOVE MSL
REV, 2





FIlDM K8 HEIGHT OF
25' ABOVE TOP OF CELlAR
7" 29' L-1I0 B'T&C SLOTTED UNER
BLANK TOP JT AND 8'T1I J JTS
HUNC UNCEliENlED 38Jl1'-6791,
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Puna Geothermal V=ture Well No: £ 01
REPORT NO.~ DATE 10- /0 - '11 CHG NO. --l
CONTRACTOR ef)C RIG NO. ;23/
RIG DAYS ;2/ DALD. DAYS ...t..1...t..Z......;r--=:,2-:Z:..- _
DEPTH@2400HAS. / i 0 ft, FOOTAGE ORLD. ---,-/...:.:6:"""-__ 1
HRS. DRILLED .3/d HRS. TRIPPED G ~"Z.--
HAS. REPAIR HAS. OTHER /10 SAl
FORM DRLD SuA!f FLOWLINE /v/~ of SUCTION __oFMAX. of COOUNGTOWER __
MUD wr. VIS. W. L OK. PH CHL yP _
P.V. __GELS---.l_SAND % SOLIOS % LOSTCIR. MTl. C.E.C. LBS/BBL
GALVANIC PRB. CORRATOR SULPHIDE OX'( AIR-H20 RATIO I
AIR COMPo NO. _CFM PSI TEMP. CHEM. RATIO ---.i_G.P.M. __
PUMP LINER STROKE~ ~ TOTAL f§1 NOZZLE VEL. ANNUlUR VEL.
/ t / 0 Idle - 0- - 0 - - 0 - , _
l ? /0 v ic v' I
alI! §JZE~ IYfE §~B. NO. ~ .IH ~ .EL. HRS. :tlL. BeM. CONDo
..5:- ill IffC E'P/ost! bo I:£P /Y5 /090 //(J6 I h ~ ~':5S ~_I_
BOTTOM HOLE ASSEMBLY: 13/1 3 er .5:"5 5t6 /7?or-;eJ 5)6 ---;X-;o'-;'5ii; ---~~-
STRING wr. PICKUP wr. _
-------------
•






SUPER & LA80R C
LOCATION
NnJ. TOTAl
PlANNED ACTMTlES FOllOWING DAY~':17i~,·~~d.k~~.!d!:.'!.LL.-~!ffl!rABlL-~;.z~a-_i
17 'Iz '" /;0/e
RMRS. STABS
D.P. ON LOC., Size h5 " JTS. 1'-1 SIZE JTS. _
FUB. ON HAND USED 9UPERVI9OR -Po....c:....ll::..x.....;;~--
OPERATION @ 0600 FOLLOWING DAY: ~u;.....l~~~~.....-.J"""~...;;.;:..:....:...I....L.::::.:::LL...;.;..;..:.;;.;;.;...;:.::.;~_+_---_;
1'0 "CSG. ~o .





!>una Geothermal Venture Well No: "ci -0 '-/
REPORT NO. .:.2!L DATE /()- II - 92.- CHG NO. --l
•
CONTRACTOR t?wne i),i IJ,~} RIG NO. ...).....3...1""---_
RIG DAYS .;2;2.. DRLD. DAYS_L../~~--:-I~Z~'Z.. _
DEPTH @2400 HAS. /Ie h FOOTAGE ORLD. - 0.-
HRS. DRILLED Y'2 HRS. TRIPPED II Yz..
HRS. REPAIR . . I HRS. OTHER I ! Z. til.
FORM DALD ern l ~. L7P1FLow LINE of SUCTION __o.F MAX. of COOLING TOWER
MUDWT. VIS. W. L. eK. PH CHL VP _
P.V. __GELS_/-SAND % SOLIDS % lOST CIA. MTL. C.E.C. lBS/BBl
GALVANIC PRe. CORRATOR SULPHIDE OXY AIR-H20 RATIO /
AIRCOMP. NO._CFM PSI TEMP. CHEM. RATIO-l_G.P.M. __
PUMP LINER STROKE SfM @fM TOTAL em NOZZLE VEL. ANNUlUR VEL.
I , ! 0 107 301 6o-z, I c.;r;z.- / _
Z t. /0 )07 ?QI / _
aIItSlZE M.ME IYfE SEA, NO. ~ tti QUI EL. ~ iYL BfM CONDoff~ 17'/z. )fr~ e-f>/ c.ftl ~(.pe /5~ //06 :;'7 L:!!:L ~ ...=;SD~_ ~_/_
- - - - --- -_/-'-BOTTOMP~~~ASSEMBLY:g) 3rT <5 .2Ji lJ?oce/:r1i D (1 ,:£fi tI.( /0 ~ D l )(c 3 x: '; ~ ';-A 0'<" <
~x1J,!.'v 2#,4: J~z.,!9 STBlNGWT. PICKUPWT. TORQUE _


























J,zo~ - 1/ I
D.P. ON LOC., SIZE~__ JTS. ~...J...-_SlZE JTS. _
FUEL ON HAND USED SUPERVI9OR~~ _







Puna Geothermal Venture Well No: k.5 iJ
REPORT NO. :E.. DJeJE r:- -/1-2.2 CHG NO.__~_-;
CONTRACTOR ~ AIh RIG NO. .z:j /
AIG DAYS ·.2.1 DRLC. DAYS-~5"-t2.2..
DEPTH @2400 HAS. 20££ FOOTAGE DRLD. :&=
HRS. DRILLED =6= HRS. TRIPPED ~.
HRS. REPAIR (9 HRS. OTHER~/~
FORM DRLD FLOW LINE of SUCTION __oF MAX. of COOLING TO'NER
MUDwr. VIS. W. L. CK. PH CHL YP _
P.V. __GELS _I_SAND % SOUDS % LOST CIA. MTL. C.E.C. lBS/BBl
GALVANIC PAS. COARATOA SULPHIDE OXY AIR-H20 RATIO 1 _
AIR COMPo NO. _CFM PSI TEMP. CHEM. RATIO _I_G.P.M. __
PUMP LINER STROKE ~ GPM TOTAL ~ NOZZLE VEL. ANNULUA VEL
I ~ I,Q , _
I 10 , _







PICKUP wr. _ TORQUE _
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RIG DAYS o1? DAlD. DAYS +-f,04-Iol~~.6:%.~--
DEPTH@24OOHAS. 2tOs"J~ta FOOTAGE DAl..D~.
HAS. DRILLED -6- HRS. TRIPPED a~~
HAS. REPAIR -rfI--' HAS.OTHER~~
FORM DAlD~FLOWLINE/&2 of SUCTIONb2(2 oFMAX./O Z. of COOLINGTOWERJ
MUDWT. 11~ < W.L. CK. PH CHL VP _
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Puna Geothermal Venture Well No: K.5 Lj ;]Q. CSG. "7~
REPORT NO. DA L CHG NO. -U4. "COO. -~-~..,.I-d...l4~¥..-----
CONTRACTOR /, RIG NO. c2? I LiJLl. " CSG. ciiJ 1
RIG DAYS Jo DRlD. OAt ~r 1:.£2. ~ "-4,,I.::E.-L.-J. _
DEPTH @2400 HAS.~ 9,2, FOOTAGE DRlD. ~¥U "
HAS. DRilLED I ,;z.. HRS. TRIPPED l= "
HRS. REPAIR ~ HRS. OTHER :r= ~ tL
FORM DRL6~ FLOW LINE 1/1 of SUCTION /&;4. of MAX. / of COOLING TOWER.t:2i!L.-·
MUDWf. ~VIS. Jt, _ ,'Ij. L. 11..5" CK. d PH ~ ,c~l Io~ YP.-3--
P.V. ~GELS 11d.-SAND~ %SOLIDS 42£% lOST CIA. MTL. -LJi/B:-C.E.C. •2;a lBS/BBl
GALVANIC PRB. CORRATOR SULPHIDE OX'( AIR-H20 RATIO 1 _
AIR COMPo NO. _ CFM PSI TEMP. CHEM. RATIO _1_G.P.M. __
f.!.1¥E LINER STROKE s..E¥/' GPM ~1 f.Sl NOZZLE VEL. ANNUlUR VEL.
-L- --4-- 10 9L 332 ~ /2£0 ~""~ II' 9 1 / L9
2< ----'-- 10 ff 332. 1__
.w;I!~ ItIMf IYffi SEA. NO. ~ !l::I Ql1I p:._ I::tBS. ~ fl~ ~
JiL aJ!I SQC a.m." --0(,11/ :;iJ.L. 2~.l!:'Me. .2!tt!. -il- ~ . ~~
-r---r --- --r---.--- -~~ r -r-. - _1-.1_




do It CSG. /0""13 of/? " CSG. dlJJI,j




Puna Geothermal Venture Well No: }6.t:J'/
REPORT NO.~ DATE I<' • ..lq·92. CHG NO.----_-i
CONTRACTOR ~RK'C j)~. RIG NO. _BOoL.L./__
RIG DAYS /9 DRLD. DAYS _P""4~~....:.+-,2_2..-.:- _
DEPTH @2400 HRS. $910 FOOTAGE DRLD. -:;-
HRS. DRILLED HRS. TRIPPED __....",..,....,...-_
HRS. REPAIR HRS. OTHER elJ.j
FORM DRLD FLOW LINE of SUCTION __oF MAX. of COOLING TO'NER
MUDWT. VIS. W. L. CK. PH CHl YP _
P.V. __GELS _I_SAND % SOLIDS % lOST CIA. MTL. C.E.C. lBS/BSl
GALVANIC PRS. CORRATOR SULPHIDE OXY AIR-H20 RATIO , _
AIRCOMP. NO._CFM PSI TEMP. CHEM. RATIO_I_G.P.M. __
PUMP LINER STROKE SPM GPM TOTAL fW NOZZLE VEL. ANNULUR VEL.
I , /0 Td/e , _
~ £, /a 1 _
.err!~ M&E ~ SEA. NO. JEI.S ~ Q!JI EL. t1B§.. M.. BEM. COND,
...L.sA lire J1rC fie NJI H~ #1L '?Ua __ T., G· __ __1_'_
-----'--1-
SOnOM HOLE ASSEMBLY: a,i iiI- 54(; 1ff .Jc. 5-fiJ P,C .s1A /0 x -If O~. MRs k'o .;:r-h HldDf' II





































PICKUP wr. .~ :7 C;'
, I




Puna Geothermal V=ture Well No: }(S -0";
REPORT NO.~ DATE /e; - ~o -92. CHG NO. ---i
CONTRACTOR 7=bJ!tt'r j)~,j), ;~ RIG NO. ....:;):...;'-':::..~L...I__
RIG DAYS Lj0 DRLD. DAYS --.:.3..L.7"':'+.J.2:...=:2.~ _
DEPTH@2400HAS. 79 7/ FOOTAGE DRLD. -.:::::3:.....'-!w/ _
HRS. DRILLED /? 1/"; HRS. TRIPPED ? '/4
HRS. REPAIR - Q - HRS. OTHER 7, S" I
FORM DRlD c,.::. ~ 1+' FLOW LINE / 'If-oF SUCTION / ~2. of MAX. 13 t/ of COOLING TOWER~
MUDWT. g. C. VIS. 35 W. LIZ,? CK. 2 PH 10.8 CHL /200 VP--"("....__
P.V. .2-GELS_/_/-f:..,SAND 'lei % SOLIDS .2. 3 % LOST CIA. MTl. - C.E.C. LBS/BBL
GALVANIC PAS. CORRATOR SULPHIDE OXY AIR-H2O RATIO /
AIR COMPo NO.- O-CFM PSI TEMP. CHEM. RATIO --.J_G.P.M. __
E.U.Mf LINER STROKE~ §.f.M TOTAL fSl NOZZLE VEL. ANNULUR VEL.
"' J ~ -- ., - r '/ ), ,1 0 )0 gz .;)e~ /71 /...,$c c"4::;;!.-P _"1C - /" /~ ,,'~-""---'-'=~-- ---'-----' ;. 6~ 'l5;/r i!?c
'" / /6 0.,.., p.:- - / I
"". 0 Co "- --" • I I ~ J3 of;1> u~
atnS1ZE MME IYEE' SEA. NO. ~
_1_ 2ft Hr~ (fTC'lc./~ N~/HN 3xle
STRING WT. I'~ ~ i(
-------------.,..- 0 t'l '"SURVEYS / STEAM ENTRIES: ,.2 76 ! tic,.., ~ • L/...; ': 'I" .... ' . ~/,/,,<' ..?/O I 9C' I .'-:
0 '" 17'3t!:> -; /76 SUPER & LA80R 3500
/; /0 4 I ' I . ;-;"£,r,,,,-J IREMAfl(S FOR 24 HOUR PERIOD: _/ ./ ,,.,,,~ / ..~"-''; r,r:. LOCATION I
1 /.,,:~I ),!"/d ~~a ~r (;,« 31"l IY"AJ Po J.I J;,r F'/z. I'.l.s-:.tn I/- ,J,::> RIG: MOve
I
I
frr).J ~:. ~_.".:./ I J2,,,J . h?,P Sv,.~ ;0 ~1{,"; ~ f/o (; IRIG 9"500
o :J C'O//A( 6"'-/ dO I c!/Y;J I .::Q?7," /~j,C(rf ~f)/? tIIe '::-Ioc; ! ,-." ti'DO ABATEMENT
I' A~/,I '0"";,,.01" /),-/)/.,'/ "/YJI //nd" );. (# {J:?'1;?Cr~ r j,,;,,,,,,, ?n'~-:v,t'" BITS
To '1/~J /~u.m 3'130 - 37<3 7 ~",j I)"'; Ie ,.m../ .!~.JJ ~ ~If )e-::f I-; ~ RMRS. STABS j)?O ()
.1 ....- I' i ~, ,[,:>,...". p'.;r .}),,' / /'1",1 8{" j./c;J.e +13'137 J.. /5:S0I! : 77~ RENTALS, .::- ;;.'::~" ,.,.. ,
~//Ol ~/'f~~ 0J 4DCf~ ,/)/p;//eJ K--t '~¥; //~ - 4;)71 ~r~..", FUa.,H20 e;7z.~,
I - I 9008,/;:. '-IJ,C7, MUD, CHEM.
.....









OPERATION @ oeoo FOLLOWING DAY: ./}./ IkJ- 2"~,~.'JI.o~ ~.p~ L/~3 l. PROD. EQUIP.
OTHER f!I"lOD 333
DAIl.V TOTAL '.L:-5-;:2.8"b.
PlANNED ACT1VIT1ES FOLLOWING DAY· I),. ,'1) ~~ J•Ie. 2_ I.)...~ (j /7
ACCU. TOTAL I Y 1.3 03.
/ %J
,





..:20 n CSG. / 0 ~t/
/ .3 ~/i - CSG. .;:J 0 'i3
~ ~ .. I..'~a I t:; 0 - 3 'i 30




Puna Geothermal Venture Well No: k5~ 0 t-/
AEPORTNO.~ DATE J}- b-92 CHGNO. -;
CONTRACTOR P DC RIG NO. -.;-';;.....3;;;;...;.....1__
RIG DAYS '-I "7 DRLD. DAYS _1../_4:.--+-=2:;..;;;2."'--- _
DEPTH @2400 HRS. '-IS 77' FOOTAGE DRLD. - 0-
HAS. DRILLED HAS. TRIPPED _
HRS. REPAIR HAS. OTHER _
FORM DRLO FLOW LINE of SUCTION of MAX. of COOLING TOWER
MUDWT. ,'9, 5 VIS. 43 W. L U. t{ OK. z - 3 PH q,b CHL /000 yp I r-
P.V. -z. -z.. GELS -.!:LJl1.. SAND ,/ l % SCUDS I r:;) % LOST CIA. MTL. C.E.C. LBSlBBL
GAlVANIC PRS. CORRATOR SULPHIDE OX'( AlR-H20 RATIO , _
AIR COMPo NO. _CFM PSI TEMP. CHEM. RATIO --.i_G.P.M. __
PUMP LINER STROKE~ ~ TOTAL em NOZZLE VEL. ANNULUR VEL.
/ 6 It) ,
2 t, /0 ,




____________STRING wr., PICKUPwr. _
SURVEYS I STEAM ENTRIES:
TOAQUE, _
.'"
f=Ua ON HAND USED
---- ----
SU~R&LA80R 2.500
RBlAA(S FOR 24 HOUR PEfIOD: NI p~ I,J UC) L/IJ,a's ' ('1&~~~VLOCATION
J I,L.J ~~r/'I /''-' l. .I.("~ . Ti:-.sled ~.5~, ,tD e:L$QtJ Psi'. IRIG MOVE
1((f~J ~"..,<: c:J.stJ(Jfjlm~kr ;/~/v; c:J.sObff'Q"~ /,,1o~... ;{RIG :?50()
1-, J50D /;)5::;: aJI /)K. Ti II /'_d .,I/', ~ L" ". t:/' h J.' ABATEMENT
t1iJ 17e~ (1/), 'cJC&t/ /e-//"'" (jn/~~/ 'l. / S ~-? ~ BITS




MUD, CHEM. ~ ("r-
CMT&SVC8. ,;)$00







OPERATION @ oeoo FOLLO'MNG DAY: ;'/rc ~J '7bd 1'1 /t, i" PROD. EQUIP. .~
,... J_ :. III ..;,. 7D"/ . I OTHER ~ /,00 ~5i. -'" __ 00'
J DAIlY TOTAl. 2.2 ~ 74
P~NED~;r~~~O'MNGDAY~ P~i ~~ d../.I~L .- 2 II 'It. 27/
(n P (J.h ",/ /, , , ACCU. TOTAl. Z't-J,tI t.. 'IS-
D.P. ON LOC., SIZE .5' JTS.e2I! SIZE JTB. ./ /
•
•
